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Foreword 
This is a zone concept for a typical, current state-of-the-industry MMO. I created this concept within 

20 hours.  

For this sample I adapted the Warhammer 40K universe from Games Workshop and added some 

elements from the lore that was used for James Cameron's "Avatar". The central conflict of this 

setting is between the Empire of Man, the forces of Chaos and different alien races. All in all it is a 

very dystopian universe and war rages in the whole galaxy. Also for this zone it is assumed that the 

player can only play on the side of the Empire of Man and belongs to the Imperial Guard (Standard 

army), Space Marines (Elite soldiers) or the Inquisition (an organization fighting all enemies of the 

Emperor and all non-human races). The zone itself is located on a so called Death World, which 

means that all natural inhabitants of this planet, except those needed for certain quests, are hostile 

towards the player character. 

According to the game mechanics and game story it is assumed that the player has already finished 

the tutorial, is familiar with the core mechanics of his class, knows the general storyline and is in mid-

game. Also, it is assumed that the game uses the typical MMO-RPG mechanics found in games such 

as World of Warcraft or Rift and that it has a similar level system to track the player character 

progression. 

Besides Microsoft Word for the texts, I used Inkscape, Adobe Photoshop and yEd to create the 

images and diagrams in this concept. 

I hope you enjoy this concept and thanks for your time and consideration.  
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Facts 
Hook:   The player character arrives on a forest planet, becomes engaged in a battle 

   against the chaos space marines and can group up with unusual allies. 

Theme:   Ancient technology, armies under siege, fight for survival and unusual allies 

Backstory Summary: Shortly after Horus Heresy, the Chaos Space Marines invaded this world 

   and built a stronghold to train new traitors in their sinister art of betrayal. 

   Just a few years ago this stronghold was found by agents of the Emperor and 

   now his armies fight against their enemy and the nature. 

Local Plotline:  The player character is sent to this battlefield, because the communication 

   died just a few weeks ago. The player should investigate the reason and help 

   ending the battle in this zone. He is allowed to use whatever is needed, even 

   teaming up with alien races as long as the Chaos stronghold will fall in the 

   end. 

Player motivation: The player character is part of the armies of the Empire of Man and thus his 

   main objective is to fight Chaos where ever possible. Along with this story-

   based motivation, comes the game-based motivation that the player can 

   unlock two 5-player instances and a 10-player raid, when he completes the 

   local storyline. 

Level Range:   35 - 40 

Number of Areas: 10 

Number of Events: 3 

Number of Factions:  6 

Min. Number of NPCs: 7  

Creature Types:  Humans, Space Marines, Chaos Space Marines, Plague Marines, Feral Eldar, 

   Dark Eldar, Cybots, Titanotheres, Terror Wasps, Cathanas 

Special Content: The player can group up with unusual allies, has to decide with   

   which faction he'll join forces and ultimately has 3 different ways which he 

   can enjoy in multiple playthroughs. 

Marker:  Pandora (James Cameron's: Avatar); Battle atmosphere (Saving Private Ryan)  

Why is this zone  

fun to play:  The player is engaged in a battle against the environment and the Chaos 

   Space Marines. He can try to fight his obstacles like Rambo or he can try to be 

   cleverer by making new allies. The decision of the player matters and the 

   actual flow changes in one of three possible ways, according to his decisions. 

 What makes this  

zone unique:  This zone is located in a forest, which usually would be a peaceful  

   place, but everywhere is war. Even the nature itself turns against the player, 

   which makes this zone a quest for survival in the middle of a terrible war. 

 What information  

will be given to the  

player about the lore: The player will be introduced to the conflict between the Eldar and Dark 

   Eldar. He'll also learn something about ancient Eldar technology and  

   about the existence and culture of the so called Feral Eldar (Exodites). 

 How epic is this zone: This zone is an epic fight for survival from all factions in the   

   middle of a hostile environment.  
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Area Information 

Overview and Maps 

Overview 

The zone is designed around the idea of creating a dangerous and deadly environment, which will 

challenge experienced players and drag them, deeper into the lore and the overall storyline. The map 

uses the so called Phasing-Technology along with the Reputation system to reflect the player's 

choices by changing the overall situation on the battlefield. For each area only the leaders are 

defined within this concept to leave enough freedom for the quest designers to add more characters 

when they write the quest lines. 

In general the environment in this zone adapts its style from James Cameron's Avatar and combines 

it with stylistic elements from typical war movies like "Saving Private Ryan". The forest on Tir Senlin 

glows mystical in darkness and the plants look familiar, but still strange. Everything seems to emit a 

peaceful, almost magical light and atmosphere, but nothing is as it seems and even the nature in this 

zone turns against the player and will try to kill him. 

Map - Overview and Scale 

The following map includes all areas (in default state), fast travel routes and points of interest. The 

zone is 1 mile x 1 mile in size, which equals roughly 8 minutes game time to run from east to west or 

north to south with a run speed of 3 m/s. 
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Map - Areas by Type 

This zone features 3 different ways to finish the local storyline and thus the areas change their type 

depending on the choices the player makes. In the beginning the map consists of several huge 

combat spots and the player has to finish a quest line where he sets up a bridgehead to gain access 

to more quests and the full functionality of a local social/hub area.  

Areas by type before the player has established the bridgehead 
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Areas by type after the player has established the bridgehead 
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As soon as the player established the bridgehead, he has to decide, if he wants to team up with the 

Feral Eldar, the Dark Eldar or the Inquisition. In the moment he completes the first quest for one of 

these factions the areas will change to the appropriate state according to the player's decision. This 

consequence is communicated via the quest text and can be implemented with the reputation 

system. 

Areas by type, if the player works with the Feral Eldar (Alternative #01) 
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Areas by type, if the player works with the Dark Eldar (Alternative #02) 

 

Areas by type, if the player works with the Inquisition (Alternative #03) 
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Map - Points of Interest 

The zone also features several points of interest besides the individual areas, which should have a 

unique design. The points of interest also have a slight unique design, so that the player can 

recognize them as landmarks and have it a bit easier to meet with friends at certain points on the 

map. Also, a special encounter in the middle of the zone counts as a point of interest, because he 

should become a great challenge for a group of at least 5 players and can be considered a zone boss. 
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Map - Fast travel routes and transitions 

For the convenience of the player the map has several fast travel routes, which helps the player to 

get from one point to another without the need to walk there. Depending on the choices the player 

made, it is possible that one or more fast travel points won't unlock, because a certain faction is 

hostile towards the player character. 
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Area Description - Landing Site 

Description 

The Landing Site is a small area at the south-west edge of the zone. It is a small clearing in the forest 

with some provisional barricades, tents and ammunition boxes. The site is under constant attacks 

from Chaos Space Marines, who come from the north. Only a few soldiers defend the area with their 

machine guns. These soldiers are AI-controlled and belong to an endless sequence, which should 

create the atmosphere of a camp under siege. The player cannot interact with them, but kill the 

attacking Chaos Space Marines. A few NPCs stand here and can give quests to the player.  

As soon as the player has finished the quest line to establish the bridgehead, this area becomes 

peaceful and gets a fast travel point to the bridgehead. Also some daily quests can be placed in this 

area to encourage the player to explore the areas around this one even further. 

Area Type 

Quest Hub 

Level Range 

35 - 36 

Notable NPCs (Leaders) 

Captain Sir Gaius, General Tarkast, Inquisitor Aulus before the bridgehead is established 

Sergeant Manius after the bridgehead is established 

Creatures 

Soldiers, Space Marines 

 

Area Description - The Forest 

Description 

Most of the zone belongs to this area, which is always active, if no other area is defined. The forest 

consists out of huge old trees and many different plants and bushes. Everything seems a bit surreal 

and plants tend to glow in different shades of blue and purple. On the one hand everything seems 

peaceful, but on the other also extremely dangerous. The forest features a lot of small corners which 

should invite the player to explore the region, but also it should be clear to the player that he's only 

save in the hub areas and nowhere in the forest.  

Area Type 

Exploration area 

Level Range 

35 - 40 

Creatures and Enemies 

Titanotheres, Terror Wasps and Cathanas 
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Area Description - The Bridgehead 

Description 

In the beginning this area is overrun by Chaos Space Marines, but later in the game this area will 

become the main social/quest hub for this zone. As soon as the player has finished the quest line 

which lead to the event to establish the bridgehead, this area permanently changes its appearance to 

reflect the new state. Before the social hub state, this area is only a battlefield with lots of destroyed 

vehicles, buildings and craters. In the social hub state this area features container buildings, a 

provisional wall around the camp and all kinds of NPCs, which are needed for a social hub. Also, a fast 

travel point is established to make it easier for the player to travel within this zone and to other 

zones. If the player gets killed in this zone, he'll respawn at the sick bay container as soon as the 

bridgehead is established. 

Area Type 

Combat area; later Quest Hub and Social area 

Level Range 

35 - 40 

Notable NPCs (Leaders) 

Captain Sir Gaius, General Tarkast, Inquisitor Aulus 

Creatures and Enemies 

Chaos Space Marines while combat area 

Humans, Space Marines and Cybots while Quest Hub and Social area 

 

Area Description - The Battlefield 

Description 

This battlefield is as ancient as the war in this zone. The ground is covered with vehicle wrecks and 

huge bomb craters. Some spots in this area are protected by minefields and a huge chaos cybot 

patrols in this area. The cybot is a zone boss and can only be killed by a group of at least 5 players. In 

every other case the player has to avoid the cybot or will get killed. Also Chaos Space Marines and 

Plague Marines patrol in this area.   

Area Type 

Combat area 

Level Range 

37 - 40 

Notable NPCs (Leaders) 

Deathbringer (Chaos Space Marine Cybot) 

Creatures and Enemies 

Chaos Space Marine Cybot as zone boss, Chaos Space Marines, Plague Marines 
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Area Description - The Ruins 

Description 

This area features ancient Eldar ruins and is all that is left from an once beautiful Eldar city. It consists 

out of typical Eldar buildings, but most of them are only ruins that had endured centuries of war and 

weather. The Eldar factions will send the player to this region to recover artifacts from their lost 

culture and to solve his problem with the force field around the Chaos stronghold. The few ruins 

should give the player the feeling of a destroyed city and encourage him to feel like in  the middle of 

an urban warfare.  

Area Type 

Quest area 

Level Range 

37 - 40 

Creatures and Enemies 

Plague Marines and a few Chaos Space Marines 

 

Area Description - The Chaos Stronghold 

Description 

The Chaos Stronghold looks like a typical medieval castle blended with some technology and twisted 

by some kind of evil magic. For most the time the stronghold is protected by a blue shimmering force 

field. In the moment the player finishes the local storyline, the force field will disappear. This will also 

open the entrances to two 5-player instances and one 10-player raid. The area is guarded by huge 

amounts of Chaos Space Marines, Plague Marines and Chaos Cybots. 

Area Type 

Combat area; Entrance to instances and raid 

Level Range 

40 

Creatures and Enemies 

Chaos Space Marines, Plague Marines, Chaos Space Marine Cybots 

 

Area Description - The Feral Eldar Camp 

Description 

The camp of the Feral Eldar looks like an old Amazonian Indian camp, except that the buildings are 

made of modern compound materials and not wood. Everything seem to be in harmony with its 

surroundings and looks like as if it has been here forever. In general this area is a neutral zone and 

the player will not be attacked by the Feral Eldar until he killed one of them or teamed up with the 

Dark Eldar. Depending on the player's choice this area will be a quest hub including a fast travel point 

or a combat zone. 
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Area Type 

Quest Hub or Combat area depending on the player's choice 

Level Range 

36 - 40 

Notable NPCs (Leaders) 

Elder Karolos 

Creatures 

Feral Eldar 

 

Area Description - The Dark Eldar Camp 

Description 

The Dark Eldar camp looks like a South sea pirate hiding spot and everything is made out of a strange 

black steel. The whole architecture looks strange, but still artistic, a bit like a Picasso of architecture. 

In general this area is a neutral zone and the player will not be attacked by the Dark Eldar until he 

killed one of them or did something that is against their agenda. Depending on the player's choice 

this area will be a quest hub including a fast travel point or a combat zone. 

Area Type 

Quest Hub or Combat area depending on the player's choice 

Level Range 

36 - 40 

Notable NPCs (Leaders) 

Buccaneer Behruz 

Creatures  

Dark Eldar (Several AI-controlled Dark Eldar run around or follow their own agenda; the player can't 

interact with them and they are only used to create the atmosphere of a Dark Eldar outpost.) 

 

Area Description - The Ancient Eldar Temple 

Description 

This area looks like an archaeological site of old Inca ruins. It seems as if a culture has built it 

millennia ago. The trees and bushes conquered most of the area and only in a few places the old 

stone walls can be seen. The Feral Eldar send the player to this place to gather information about 

their lost culture. 

Area Type 

Quest area 

Level Range 

36 -38 
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Creatures and Enemies 

Titanotheres, Terror Wasps and Cathanas 

 

Area Description - The Cave 

Description 

All walls and rocks in this cave are covered with strange crystals, which emit a blue light. Outside the 

cave the crystals started to grow on the plants and to turn them into stone. The Dark Eldar ask the 

player to travel to this place and to gather crystals for their new weapon.  

Area Type 

Quest area 

Level Range 

37 - 40 

Creatures and Enemies 

Terror Wasps 
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Player Character Progression 

Story involvement at the beginning 

The player character arrives at a small landing side, which is under siege, in a mystical, not-of-this-

world forest. With the help of an event and sequences, he sees how computer controlled soldiers 

protect the entrance to the landing site. From the quest that brought him to this zone he knows that 

he should speak with the local general of the Imperial Guard to receive further orders and that they 

ultimately try to rally an Chaos Space Marines stronghold.   

Story flow and player character development 

The general informs the player that the Chaos Space Marines assaulted their camp on a clearing in 

the forest and that he's now planning to make a sally to re-establish it. With the first quest line the 

player has to prepare this sally and join the general to set up a new bridgehead at the former camp 

site. As soon as the bridgehead is established the general sends the player to the local leader of the 

Space Marines, who informs him that the Chaos stronghold is protect by ancient Eldar technology. 

They need help and thus the Space Marine Captain tells the player that he should help the Feral 

Eldar, Dark Eldar or the Inquisition to gather the information needed to destroy the protection of the 

stronghold. At this point the player can decide, which faction he wants to help, but as soon as he has 

finished one quest from a certain faction, he has made his choice and can no longer switch between 

the different quest lines with this character. The Space Marine Captain informs the player character 

that he'll have to make such a choice. Finally, when the player completes the quest line of his choice, 

he'll see how the armies of the Emperor try to infiltrate the stronghold, but are defeated by the 

defenders. He'll also see that the instances from the stronghold are unlocked and the Space Marine 

Captain will send him into the castle to defeat the defenders and bring the victory to the Emperor. 

Intended story flow 

 

Character Level Progression 

While the player travels through the map with his character he should receive a Level up right before 

he finishes the quest line which establishes the bridgehead. The next Level up to level 37 should be 

awarded to the player when he finishes the first third of the quests, which lead to the assault of the 
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stronghold. Level 38 should be awarded as soon as he had finished the second third and level 39 with 

the last third. Level 40 should only be awarded, if he finished side quests and completely explored 

the zone.  

Story involvement at the end 

At the end of the local storyline the player knows the position from the faction of his choice towards 

the other races on Tir Senlin and he has also discovered some Eldar secrets. He unlocked 3 instances 

and is now able to travel to a new zone or to gather a group to play the instances and finish the 

storyline. At this point of the local story, he has become a hero of the Imperial Army, who helped 

establishing a bridgehead and finding an entrance into the Chaos stronghold. 

Events 

The following 3 events are used to show the player his progression through the zone. After each 

major event a short in-game cutscene, the event, shows the player how he is doing according his 

main objective to destroy the Chaos stronghold.  

Landing Site under siege 

This is the first event and it'll be shown to the player in the moment he speaks the first time with 

General Tarkast at the Landing Side. The cutscene introduces the player to the general conflict of this 

zone and also sets the mood for the quest chain that has the goal to make a sally and establish a 

bridgehead. The event will take place in the Landing Site area and is supported by endless sequences 

after the event to portrait the constant battle situation. 

Setting up the Bridgehead 

The second event of this zone is shown to the player in the moment she finishes the quest line, which 

results in the sally to establish a bridgehead. The player sees in a cutscene how the armies of the 

Empire of Man assault a small clearing, defeating all enemies in this area and finally establish a 

bridgehead. The event will take place at the closest entrance from the Landing Site area to the 

Bridgehead area.  

Assaulting the stronghold 

The final event of this zone takes place right after the player has finished the quest line from the 

Feral Eldar, Dark Eldar or Inquisition and reports back to Captain Sir Gaius. In this event he sees how 

the stronghold is assault with heavy tanks and how they can make some damage to the stronghold, 

but in the end are destroyed by the opposing force. This should introduce the player to the now 

unlocked instances and the raid, where he can finish the local storyline. The event takes place right in 

front of the Chaos Stronghold area. 
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Map - Intended player flow 

The following map illustrates the 3 different intended player flows. The numbers define the order of 

the single steps and the small characters define to which quest line a certain step belongs. If there is 

no character next to a number this means that this is a general step, which is part of every quest line 

in this zone. 
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Denizens 

Factions 

Imperial Guard 

Short Description 

The Imperial Guard is the standard army of the Empire of Man. In almost every war in the wide and 

dark galaxy is at least one battalion of the Imperial Guard involved, especially if it is to defend the 

Emperor. The Imperial Guard has a structure which is comparable to the structures of  modern day 

armies. Most soldiers serve as infantry or as engineers on the heavy tanks and titans. Each member 

of the Imperial Guard highly respects his supervisor and would never dare to question any of his 

decisions. 

Alignment to player 

Friendly and better 

Notable characters in this zone 

General Tarkast, Sergeant Manius 

 

Space Marines 

Short Description 

The Space Marines are orders of genetically enhanced humans, who usually wear heavy battle suits. 

Each order is lead by an experienced Space Marine Primarch, who had seen endless battles in past 

centuries. Space Marines live extremely long, if they're not killed on the battlefield, and have 

supernatural abilities. Some have seen more battles and wars than other men have seen trees. 

They're the elite soldiers of the Empire, fight at each corner of the universe for the glory of the 

Emperor and try to destroy every piece of Chaos they encounter. 

Alignment to player 

Friendly and better 

Notable characters in this zone 

Captain Sir Gaius 

 

Inquisition 

Short Description 

The Inquisition is a fanatic order, who tries to protect and spread the Cult of the Emperor to each 

planet in universe. They hunt every enemy of the Empire until they or the enemy is dead. Also, they 

believe that humans are superior to all other races and thus try to establish a human-only galaxy. 

Every non-human is marked as an enemy of the Emperor. As members of the Emperor Cult they have 

direct access to the same weapons, armors and tools as the Space Marines. Only the secret agents 

disguise themselves, but every other member usually shows proudly that he's a member of the 

Inquisition.   
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Alignment to player 

Neutral and better 

Notable characters in this zone 

Inquisitor Aulus 

 

Chaos Space Marines 

Short Description 

The Chaos Space Marines belong to the arch-enemies of the Empire. Long ago they were Space 

Marines, but they betrayed their Emperor and joined the Forces of Chaos. The evil power of the 

Warp, the Chaos itself twisted not only their minds, but also their bodies. Some, even when they're 

still in their old armor, are cover with mutations and look more like living dead than humans. They 

enjoy spreading terror and kill for fun. Their message is a message of pain, betrayal and war. 

Alignment to player 

Hostile 

Notable characters in this zone 

Deathbringer (Chaos Space Marine Cybots) 

 

Feral Eldar (Exodites) 

Short Description 

The Eldar once were the biggest empire in the universe. They ruled on almost every planet and war 

was not known in these days. Everything was perfect, except a small flaw in the mind of each Eldar, 

their pride. They became so proud that they turned from the things that were so essential to their 

culture. They started to live only for the moment, for the satisfaction of their lustful and proud 

desires. Shortly before their empire felt, a few Eldar built huge ships to travel away from their 

perverted culture. Some of these ships still travel through the galaxy today, but some also 

established new settlements on lonely, distant planets. These Eldar banished almost all technology, 

called themselves the Feral Ones and tried to live the way of their forefathers, before technology and 

pride had twisted their minds. Only a few of these feral tribes are left and they usually live very 

isolated from the rest of the universe. They don't care about races as long as they can live in peace. 

Alignment to player 

Neutral 

Notable characters in this zone 

Elder Karolos 
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Dark Eldar 

Short Description 

The Dark Eldar share the same history with the Feral Eldar, except they never left their perverted 

home world. They're the once who survived the cataclysm, which almost destroyed all Eldar. Without 

a home world the Dark Eldar live as pirates in the wide darkness of the universe and still follow the 

old ways of satisfaction that once almost destroyed them. They kill for their own pleasure and rarely 

show mercy to anyone, but they're also not stupid and group up with other forces, if it helps them to 

survive and enjoy even greater pleasure. 

Alignment to player 

Neutral 

Notable characters in this zone 

Buccaneer Behruz 
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Notable characters 

General Tarkast 

Short Description 

General Tarkast served in at least 5 wars so far. He is a battle veteran, who would die with his men, if 

he has to. Retreat is a word he doesn't know and his countless scars speak a language, which is more 

than clear to every soldiers who has to fight with him for the glory of the Emperor. He's always 

dressed in a camouflage suit. 

Creature type  

Human 

Faction 

Imperial Guard 

Role in this zone 

Locale leader of the Imperial Guard; Quest giver 

 

Captain Sir Gaius 

Short Description 

He is a member of the Space Marines for at least 200 years. He fought on more battles than a man 

has hair on his head. He saw more lives taken by weapons than stars in sky. Usually he has a very 

calm and thoughtful aura, but if a battle against his arch-enemies, the Chaos Marines, is close, fire 

rages through his eyes and none will be able to stop him until the last enemy felt under his mighty 

hammer. 

Creature type 

Space Marine  

Faction 

Space Marines 

Role in this zone 

Locale leader of the Space Marines; Potential quest giver 

 

Inquisitor Aulus 

Short Description 

His body almost died 50 years ago, when an Eldar assassin attacked him. Only the mechanical body of 

a cybot keeps his mind and what was left of him alive. Endless seals cover his cybot armor and deep 

in his eyes burns an ice-cold fire of pure hate against every non-human, against every enemy of the 

Emperor. 

Creature type 

Cybot  
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Faction 

Inquisition 

Role in this zone 

Local leader of the Inquisition; Potential quest giver 

 

Sergeant Manius 

Short Description 

Manius is a young aspiring commander of the Imperial Guard. He served under General Tarkast for 

the last 2 wars and was promoted to sergeant for his courage on the battlefield. Most soldiers, who 

have to serve under General Tarkast, see Manius as a good friend and confidant, if fears or doubts 

haunt them. Sergeant Manius is absolutely loyal to his men and to the Emperor. 

Creature type 

Human  

Faction 

Imperial Guard 

Role in this zone 

Potential quest giver 

 

Deathbringer 

Short Description 

Deathbringer is the name of the cybot, who was built and brought to live with the spirit of the first 

Chaos Space Marine commander on Tir Senlin. He is as old as the stronghold and his rage knows no 

limits. Killing is his passion, is the only thing that keeps him alive. Every small part of its suit is 

covered with deathly weapons and the blood of his victims. 

Creature type 

Cybot  

Faction 

Chaos Space Marines 

Role in this zone 

Zone boss, group encounter 

 

Elder Karolos 

Short Description 

Karolos became an elder of the Feral Eldar about 5 centuries ago. He is a wise and thoughtful leader, 

who tries to keep all dangers away from his people. He would sacrifice himself to save those he lead. 

In his younger years he studied the forbidden Eldar technology on Tir Senlin, but soon after he 
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became an Elder he stopped looking for knowledge and instead focused on the daily fight for 

survival. Still today, he would love to study artifacts from the past, but never in such way that it 

would affect his duties. 

Creature type 

Eldar  

Faction 

Feral Eldar 

Role in this zone 

Leader of the Feral Eldar camp; Potential quest giver or enemy 

 

Buccaneer Behruz 

Short Description 

Behruz is some kind of a playboy, if such thing exists among the Dark Eldar. He lives only for his own 

satisfaction and good. His emotions are his counselors and he always decide according to what feels 

good. His decisions are unpredictable and today he can be your ally, but tomorrow the knife thats 

stabs you in your back. He lives and breathes the lifestyle of a pirate, of a Dark Eldar. 

Creature type 

Eldar  

Faction 

Dark Eldar 

Role in this zone 

Leader of the Dark Eldar camp; Potential quest giver or enemy 
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Creatures & Enemies 

Humans 

Short Description 

Humans in the far future don't differ much from modern days. They still have more or less the same 

statue and the same ways of living. Technology improves their lives in some areas, but not everything 

became easier with technology. In the future it matters even more than today how wealthy one is 

and what kind of lifestyle he can afford. Humans can have all kinds of jobs, but on the frontlines of 

the Empire you usually see only soldiers, engineers, doctors and tradesmen. 

Creature type 

Humanoid 

Faction  

Imperial Guard, Inquisition, Empire of Man 

 

Space Marines 

Short Description 

Space Marines are genetically enhanced humans, who only exist for one reason: To defend the 

Emperor against any possible threat. They are super-humans, elite soldiers, who only know how to 

prepare for and exist on the battlefield. Luckily for them the galaxy is full of threats and wars, so they 

maybe will even last longer than mankind itself. Space Marines are familiar with each available 

weapon and usually wear heavy, armored battle suits.  

Creature type 

Humanoid, Heavy Armed 

Faction  

Space Marines 

 

Chaos Space Marines 

Short Description 

Once they were Space Marines, but they betrayed the Emperor and joined the Force of Chaos. The 

Chaos twisted their minds and made them to mindless battle machines, who exist to destroy all life 

or convert it for the Chaos. The Chaos changed their appearance and their once beautiful battle suits 

became twisted, dark idols for the Chaos itself.  Just like their good brothers they're familiar with 

every weapon and sometimes even use modified version to cause more horror and pain. 

Creature type 

Humanoid, Heavy Armed, Twisted by Chaos 

Faction  

Chaos Space Marines 
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Plague Marines 

Short Description 

Plague Marines are a special kind of Chaos Space Marines, who dedicated themselves to pestilence 

and suffering. They don't differ much from other Chaos Space Marines, but their battle suits are 

covered with festering ulcers and boils. The air around they smells like tons of rotten fish and flesh. 

With their weapons they spread deadly diseases and satisfy themselves watching their victim die a 

painful death. The years being inflected with hundreds of diseases harden their body and thus they 

feel no pain and can take more damage than even the best of the Space Marines. 

Creature type 

Humanoid, Heavy Armed 

Faction  

Chaos Space Marines 

 

Feral Eldar 

Short Description 

They look like normal Eldar except that their skin has a slight greenish touch and they don't wear the 

Eldar suits. Some have face paintings to display their rank within the tribe and most wear clothes 

made of natural material. In general they are very peaceful to other races except the Dark Eldar, 

which they see as the ones who destroyed their home world. If Feral Eldar are attacked by someone 

they don't hesitate to declare war on the faction and won't stop until not the last drop of blood was 

avenged. 

Creature type 

Eldar 

Faction  

Feral Eldar 

 

Dark Eldar 

Short Description 

Dark Eldar too look pretty much like normal Eldar, but instead of battle suits or traditional suits, they 

prefer something that underlines their perverted nature, their tendency towards the Chaos. Some 

dress very sensual whereas others dress in a way that it reflects their brutality. Dark Eldar are driven 

by their passions and emotions, one can never be sure, if he found an ally or an enemy. The only 

thing that is for sure is that if for whatever reason the Dark Eldar want him dead, he should not 

expect mercy nor a painless dead. Dark Eldar fight in small groups and like to play with their victim, 

before killing it in most painful way available in this moment. 
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Creature type 

Eldar 

Faction  

Dark Eldar 

 

Cybots 

Short Description 

Cybots are huge machines which are controlled by the almost dead spirit of a humanoid. They're 

used to extent the lives of those who felt on the battlefield and to make use of their knowledge and 

power even after their dead. Without the machines the bodies usually won't be more than rotting 

flesh, but as long as the machines work they are cursed to stay in this transition state between life 

and dead. In general they don't fear anything and only live for the war. Some are still able to control 

themselves like normal soldiers, but other fall in a state of endless rage and just kill everything that is 

near them. Only the spirit decides to which faction a cybot belongs and usually that will be same as it 

was in life. 

Creature type 

Mechanical 

Faction  

Space Marines, Chaos Space Marines or Inquisition  

 

Titanotheres 

Short Description 

Titanotheres are huge animals with hammer shaped heads, who live from the plants around them. 

They're not violent in nature, but they defend their territory at all cost. If someone trespasses the 

land that they consider theirs, they'll attack this being and hunt it until it is dead or far away from 

their land. 

Creature type 

Plant eater, Animal 

Faction  

Wild life, Hostile 

 

Terror Wasps 

Short Description 

This kind of 4 feet tall wasp lives everywhere in the forest. It is highly aggressive and will attack any 

being that is not a wasp on sight. Its body has green-purple markings. Alone the terrible sound of its 

wings can make a man run, but rarely he'll be fast enough to save himself. When the wasp has killed 

its victim it'll feed from the victim's body fluids. 
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Creature type 

Flying Insect 

Faction  

Wild life, Hostile 

 

Cathanas 

Short Description 

They're the shadowless hunters in the forest. They're like the shadows and usually stay unseen until 

they attack. They can be compared to black panthers, but are way more aggressive. Cathanas usually 

live alone and can be found everywhere in the forest of Tir Senlin.  

Creature type 

Predator, Animal 

Faction  

Wild life, Hostile 
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Resources 
The following resources for the gathering skills and the crafting skills will spawn at random locations 

with this zone. 

Herbalism 

Scorpiaflora 

Magellum 

Mining 

Crystallar 

Plaguestone 
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Summary 
All in all Tir Senlin will be a fun zone full of challenges in a deathly environment for every level 35 - 40 

player character and enriches the game with its multiple ways to play the local storyline and the 

mechanic to unlock instances at the end of a storyline. 
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Glossary of Terms 

Facts part 

Hook:      High concept for this zone 

Theme:      Defines the theme of this zone 

Backstory Summary:    Short summary of the global backstory for this zone 

Local Plotline:     Defines the storyline the player can experience while 

      playing in this zone 

Player motivation:    Defines the player motivation to play this zone 

Level Range:      Defines the intended player character level for this 

      zone 

Number of Areas:    Defines the number of distinct areas in this zone 

Number of Events:    Defines the number of distinct events in this zone 

Number of Factions:     Defines the number of distinct factions in this zone 

Min. Number of NPCs:    Defines the minimum number of notable characters 

      in this zone 

Monster Types:     Defines the monster archetypes in this zone 

Special Content:    Defines the special hook for this zone 

Marker:     Some reference to other media to help building the 

      same vision of this zone 

Why is this zone fun to play:   Core question to define a unique gaming experience 

 What makes this zone unique:   Core question to ensure that this zone delivers a new 

      experience to the player 

 What information will be given to the  

player about the lore:    Core question to ensure that the player will learn 

      more about the game world 

 How epic is this zone:    Core question to summarize the overall feel of this 

      zone 

Area information part 

Overview:     Short summary of the zone in general 

Map - Areas by Type:    Map with focus on the types of the different areas 

Map - Points of Interest:   Map with focus on the points of interest 

Map - Fast travel routes and transitions: Map with focus on the travel routes within and to this 

      zone   

Description:     Short description of an area  

Area Type:     Defines the main type of this area 

Level Range:     Defines the intended player character level for this 

      area 

NPCs:      Names of the NPCs that can be found in this area 

Creatures and Enemies:    Creature archetypes that can be found in this area 
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Player Character Progression part 

Story involvement at the beginning:  Defines what the player should know of the zone 

      story at the beginning of this zone 

Character development:   Defines the major story decisions the player as to 

      make while playing this zone 

Story involvement at the end:   Defines what the player should know of the zone 

      story at the end of this zone 

Events:      Defines the events in this zone 

Character Level Progression:   Defines how the character level should change while 

      playing this zone 

Map - Intended player flow:   Map with focus on the intended player flow 

Map - Events:     Map with focus on the event locations 

Map - Quest locations:    Map with focus on the quest locations 

 

Denizens part 

Short Description:    Short description/summary of a faction, NPC or 

      creature 

Alignment to player:    Position of a faction, NPC or creature towards the 

      player at the beginning of the zone 

Notable characters in this zone:   Defines the notable characters associated with a 

      certain faction in this zone 

Creature type:     Defines the general type (monster, NPC etc.) of a 

      creature 

Faction:     Defines the faction of a NPC or creature 

Role in this zone:    Defines the role of a NPC in this zone 

 

Resources part 

Herbalism:     Enumerates the resources associated with the  

      herbalism skill that can be found in this zone 

Mining:      Enumerates the resources associated with the mining 

      skill that can be found in this zone 
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